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The President’s Column
By Mark Kaiman, WCBA President 2015

On Coca-Cola
I love the taste of Coca-Cola. To me, there is nothing better than an icy
cold Coke on a hot summer day. Unfortunately, we are learning more and more
how truly awful Coke and other sugary soft drinks are for us. I came across an interesting article recently in
the British Daily Mail about what Coca-Cola does to your body in the span of one hour.
In the first 10 minutes, 10 teaspoons of sugar hit your system. That’s 100% of your recommended
daily intake. You don’t immediately vomit from the overwhelming sweetness because the phosphoric acid
in the cola cuts the sweetness and allows you to keep it down. After 20 minutes, your sugar spikes, causing
an insulin burst. Your liver responds to this by turning any sugar it can get its hands on into fat, and there is

plenty of sugar at this particular moment. At 40 minutes, caffeine absorption is complete. Your pupils dilate, your blood pressure rises, and as a response your liver dumps more sugar into your bloodstream. The
adenosine receptors in your brain are now blocked, preventing drowsiness. At 45 minutes, your body increases dopamine production, stimulating the pleasure centers in your brain. That is basically the way heroin works, by the way. At around 60 minutes, the phosphoric acid binds calcium, magnesium and zinc in
your lower intestine, providing a further boost in metabolism. This is compounded by high doses of sugar
and artificial sweeteners, also increasing the urinary excretion of calcium. The diuretic properties of the
caffeine come into play at around this time, giving you the urge to urinate. Once you do, you’ll evacuate
the bonded calcium, magnesium, and zinc that was headed to your bones, as well as sodium, electrolyte,
and water. As the rave inside you dies down, you start to have a sugar crash.
Sounds great, doesn’t it? Metabolic diseases like Type II diabetes and heart disease are becoming
epidemics. What was looked upon as a refreshing treat 100 years ago is now increasingly viewed as a
prime contributor to a full blown health care crisis. I can’t say that I’m ready to swear off of Coca-Cola forever, but I’ve cut way back, and I think about the consequences before I actually give in to the urge to drink
one.
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Where are they now?
Former Whatcom County Attorneys make Vermont Judicial History
The Burlington Free Press reported that Vermont Gov. Peter Shumlin appointed two former Bellingham attorneys as the first husband and wife team to the judiciary, making Vermont history.
Vermont Legal Aid lawyer Kirstin Schoonover was named to the Vermont Superior Court and her
husband, Brian K. Valentine, was appointed as a magistrate judge in the Family Division of Superior Court. Gov. Shumlin is quoted “I look for many things when appointing judges and magistrates, including legal intellect, a deep sense of fairness, and genuine compassion. Kirstin and Brian both happen to have those attributes, along with other respective qualifications that will serve
the Vermont Judiciary well.”
Kirsten was a Whatcom County Public Defender and Brian worked for Raas, Johnsen & Stuen
back in the 90’s. They have two children, and since leaving Whatcom County they have had many
adventures. Kirsten has advocated on behalf of low-income Vermonters at Legal Aid since 2007,
previously working in the Chittenden County Public Defender’s Office and as an assistant attorney
general handling appellate and trial-court cases for the Vermont Department for Children and Families. She is also a member of the Vermont Council on Domestic Violence. Brian has been in private practice centered on family law. He chairs the Collaborative Law Section of the Vermont Bar
Association, and in 2012 theVermont Supreme Court appointed him as the Family Bar’s representative to the Vermont Council on Domestic Violence.
The Whatcom County Bar Journal congratulates them on their achievements, undoubtedly due to
their formative experiences in Whatcom County, where all great lawyers are formed.
Local Attorney, Bryan Page, Travels to Plymouth Harbor to Express Outrage at King
George's Tax on Tea

Have you done your part today to support the American Revolution?
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Law Library Update
Open Tues-Friday 11:30am-4:30pm | http://www.whatcomlawlibrary.org
311 Grand Avenue, Suite B-3, Bellingham, Washington 98225

The County has been changing its phone system and phone numbers this month. So we have new numbers:
Law Library phone: 360.778.5790
Law Library fax: 360.778.5791
Need more information? Contact Virginia Tucker, Whatcom County Law Librarian, vtucker@co.whatcom.wa.us
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Hiring An Associate— Adelstein, Sharpe & Serka seeks mid-level to senior associate with litigation experience, strong writing skills and a refined fashion sense. Please send cover letter and
resume to Jeff Fairchild, PO Box 5158, Bellingham, WA 98227-5158 or law@adelstein.com.
Assistance in Serious Cases: J ust moved to Bellingham. Recently licensed in Washington,
with 42 years of trial experience in Texas, including lead counsel in 2 Capital Murders in the past
two years, and 12 years as a trial judge. Available to assist in preparation and trial of serious cases
- criminal and civil. Contact: Norman E. Lanford, Sr., 512-751-1272, or n.lanford@sbcglobal.net.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Nancy at
647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com Conference Room available for
Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!
Attorney Available to Assist with Overflow Work. Former Sole Practitioner licensed in both
Georgia and Washington, will assist with your Overflow needs; now you can have the part-time assistance you need, when you need it. Professional and dependable. Can work on-site or off-site at
my own well-equipped home office. Rates variable by complexity of work; minimum 3
hours.
Contact me directly as follows:
Carol Sheppard (770)366-8186 or CSSheppard100@gmail.com.

Details of This Month’s Bar Speaker and Topic
Topic: Padden Creek Daylighting Project Padden Cr eek Daylighting will r emove near ly 1/2 mile of
Padden Creek from an underground tunnel and place it in a new habitat friendly above ground channel and
riparian corridor. In the 1890's, the tunnel was built in preparation for Fairhaven's attempt to be the terminus for the Great Northern Railway. The presence of the tunnel acts as a barrier to fish migration, and
contributes to the decline in water quality. The new channel, will help reduce impairments to the creek
water quality, will remove a fish passage barrier, and may remove up to 87 residences from a floodplain.
Bio: Craig Mueller is a Pr oject Engineer with the City of Bellingham Public Wor ks Depar tment. He
has been with the City for nearly five years. Prior to moving to the City of Subdued Excitement, he
worked as a civil/environmental engineering consultant for 12 years specializing in municipal engineering,
emergency response, and contaminated site remediation. This all started after two years as a water and
sanitation technician in Kenya with the Peace Corps working with community groups on grass-roots level
water projects.
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Civil Procedure Corner
By Bryan L. Page *

A Change is Gonna Come . . .
to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
I was born by the river in a little tent
Oh and just like the river I've been running ev'r since
It's been a long time, a long time coming
But I know a change gonna come, oh yes it will
It's been too hard living, but I'm afraid to die
'Cause I don't know what's up there, beyond the sky
It's been a long, a long time coming
But I know a change gonna come, oh yes it will

1

Sam Cooke was not talking about the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure when he wrote and sang
those powerful lyrics. Yet, believe it or not, those words are applicable. Changes are coming to the
Federal Rules and take effect on December 1, 2015. Some of the changes have potential to be quite
meaningful. Others not so much.
We will discuss a few here. But if you really a civil procedure nerd, the complete changes with discussion can be found here: http://www.uscourts.gov/rules-policies/pending-rules-amendments.
Rule 1 – Scope of Rules
Did anyone know there is actually a Rule # 1? It used to say the rules “should be construed
and administered to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding.” 2 It is being changed to read the rules “should be construed, administered, and employed
by the court and the parties to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding.”
Who knows whether that will change anything in practice in federal court litigation. But the idea
was to make clear that both the court and the parties have a duty to use the rules in this way. The
committee proposing the changes made a very good comment: “Effective advocacy is consistent
with—and indeed depends upon—cooperative and proportional use of procedure.” We will see if
this change to Rule 1 helps with that.
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

Rules 4 and 16 – Time to Serve Defendant and Scheduling Orders
Currently, according to Rule 4, a plaintiff has 120 days to serve a defendant or the federal
court can dismiss the case. 3 The change decreases that time to 90 days. Changes are also made to
scheduling conferences and scheduling orders in Rule 16. Instead of scheduling conferences being allowed to take place by “telephone, mail, or other means,” that language is deleted to require
direct simultaneous communication at a scheduling conference, which can occur in-person, by telephone, or by videoconference.4 Also, the time in which a judge must issue a scheduling order is
decreased from 120 days to 90 days after service on the defendant or decreased from 90 days to
60 days if the defendant has appeared.5
These two changes are intended to reduce delay at the beginning of litigation. I did not know that
was a problem in federal court. But I am also not willing to be that shortening these deadlines by
30 days will solve the problem of protracted litigation in federal courts. But it is a nice try.
Rule 26 – Scope of Discovery
Perhaps the biggest change is coming to the scope of discovery. We are familiar with the
edict in Rule 26 (both federal and Washington) that discovery must “be reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.” 6 It turns out no one really knew how to interpret
that phrase and parties and courts were relying on that language to allow discovery into just about
anything, costs and needs of the case notwithstanding. So this old, familiar phrase is being deleted
from the federal rules.
Being added in its place is a rule pegging the scope of discovery to proportionality depending on
the case. The new rule will state that any party can obtain discovery that is
proportional to the needs of the case, considering the importance of the issues at
stake in the action, the amount in controversy, the parties’ relative access to relevant
information, the parties’ resources, the importance of the discovery in resolving the
issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its
likely benefit.
Also deleted is the rule allowing a party to limit discovery if the burden or expense outweighs its
likely benefit.7 The new rule will state a party can move to limit discovery if it is outside the
scope as defined in the above language.
The deletion of the old phrase and emphasis on the proportionality factors listed in the new rule
are intended to limit the scope of discovery. It is also intended to further emphasize every party’s
and attorney’s obligation in signing discovery requests to make sure those requests comply with
the rules, including now the rule on proportionality.8
(Continued on page 8)
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The committee stated the change is not intended to permit responding parties to refuse discovery
with boilerplate objections that the requests are not proportional. Yeah right. I am willing to bet we
will see boilerplate objections like that immediately after the new rules take effect. Unfortunately,
when disputes over proportionality arise, the new rules and their comments do not specify who has
the burden of showing the discovery is or is not proportional. People who enjoy fighting about discovery will have a field day.
Miscellaneous Changes
Other changes appear throughout the rules.

The other discovery rules are amended to note the new emphasis on proportionality discussed
above. 9
Substantive changes are made to the rule on electronically stored information.10 Under the old rule,
a court could not impose sanctions for failing provide electronically stored information that was lost
as a result of routine, good faith operation of an electronic information system. The new rule authorizes and specifies measures a court may employ if information that should have been preserved is
lost, and specifies the findings necessary to justify these measures.
Rule 55 is amended to make it clear that the demanding standards for vacating default judgments in
Rule 60(b) only apply to seeking relief from final default judgments that dispose of all claims.11 If a
default judgment does away with only some of the claims or some of the parties, it can be amended
at any time per Rule 54(b) up until final judgment is entered.
Finally, Rule 84 about forms and the actual forms at the end of the rules are being eliminated. The
committee said the forms are no longer needed because there all sorts of other sources for forms, including the United States Courts’ website and websites of local district courts. Welcome to the 21st
Century!
It will be interesting to see how some of these changes play out in practice. Particularly the proportionality of discovery. It is certainly well-intended in trying to keep down costs of litigation and discovery. But it remains to be seen whether it will accomplish this goal.
It will also be interesting to see if the Washington Supreme Court adopts any of these rule changes.
Having served on the WSBA Court Rules Committee, I can tell you any identical changes to our
state rules are likely several years off. The Committee and the Washington Supreme Court like to
see how changes to the federal rules play out in federal courts before we adopt those changes.
But if you practice in federal court, be aware that changes are coming in December 2015. Make sure
you read the new rules carefully. Because as Rule # 1 tells us, the rules are our friend and there help
us with the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every lawsuit.
(Continued on page 9)
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* Bryan Page is a shareholder at Carmichael Clark, P.S. and practices civil trial and appellate
litigation in state and federal courts, with an emphasis on business, commercial, and real estate
disputes. He can be reached at (360) 647-1500 or BPage@CarmichaelClark.com.

Endnotes
1. SAM COOKE, A Change is Gonna Come, on AIN’T THAT GOOD NEWS (RCA Victor 1964), available at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=gbO2_077ixs.
2. Fed. R. Civ. P. 1.
3. Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(m).
4. Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(1).
5. Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(2).
6. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1); CR 26(b)(1).
7. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)((2)(C)(iii).
8. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(g).
9. Fed. R. Civ. P. 30–34.
10. Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(e).
11. Fed. R. Civ. P. 55(c).
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A New Era at LAW Advocates—

The
Whatcom County Bar Journal contacted the new Executive
Director of LAW Advocates, Michael Heatherly, and asked
him to tell us about who he was and his vision for the future
of LAW Advocates. He did better than that– he gave us that,
as well as an introduction to all the hardworking employees
striving to enable the great civil legal aid that the Whatcom
County Bar is known for. ~RDM

On Where I Have Been and Where We Could Go
By Michael Heatherly
Executive Director, LAW Advocates

I began plying my trade as a lawyer in 1991, relocating from
my hometown of Seattle to Bellingham in hopes of finding less
traffic, a kinder cost of living, and a lower level of yuppie
angst. Most of you probably remember 1991, although your
memory of it may be hazy either because you were kinda
young then or are kinda old now. To refresh your recollection,
it was the year the USSR split up, the U.S. officially joined the
Gulf War, and Nirvana unleashed Nevermind on the world. In
Bellingham, as far as I could tell, nothing much was going on,
for which I was grateful.
As a novice associate at a law firm I spent most of my time
minding my own business. I attended Whatcom County Bar
Association meetings at The Leopold, but mostly socialized
with members of my own firm. The professional and public
service projects I got involved with were mostly through what
was then known as the Washington State Trial Lawyers Association (now Washington State Association for Justice), in which
our firm was a major participant.

One of the first things that became
apparent to me upon taking the job
as director of LAW Advocates is
that we are blessed with an exceptionally talented and dedicated
staff. Over the years I have been
somewhat familiar with members of
the LAW Advocates staff, mostly
from working with them briefly at
events or seeing their names and
faces in this publication, on the
website, or in handouts for CLE’s
and other business. But I never
knew much about their personal
backgrounds. So I wanted to briefly
introduce the current staff to you.
Following are thumbnail biographies of our “regular” staff,
meaning those who have permanent
offices here. Of course, their work
is supplemented by other contributors too numerous to mention, including the army of lawyers who
volunteer for events and pro bono
representation, non-lawyer volunteers, student interns, and a large,
committed board of directors. MH

Gradually I became aware of a fledgling local volunteer lawyer
organization (originally called simply the Whatcom County
Volunteer Lawyer Program, changed to LAW Advocates in
Meet the Staff
1998), which was largely supported by a clever if oddball annual fundraising dinner called Lawyers Take Orders, where a
Emma Clark--Deputy Director
handful of attorneys would volunteer to serve food and drinks
Emma moved to Bellingham in
2008 to attend WWU, where she
to tables of their colleagues, who would respond by donating
(Continued on page 11)

studied Human Services and Reha(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 10)

(Continued from page 10)

generously to the organization. Around the same time, my eternally civic-minded University of Washington Law School classmate Breean Beggs (who later moved to Spokane, where he
continues in practice) pioneered another one-off idea called
Street Law, in which lawyers would show up with card tables on
a downtown sidewalk once in a while and answer whatever legal
questions were on the minds of the passersby.

bilitation. As a student, Emma was
a volunteer intern with LAW Advocates, serving as the Access ID
Project Coordinator for a year. After graduating from WWU, Emma
missed LAW Advocates so much
that she returned in 2013 as an
AmeriCorps VISTA. She finally
became an employee in August of
2014 and says she still loves coming to work every day. Emma was
born and raised in Portland, enjoys
thrift shopping and lawn games,
and is described as an “old soul”
by her friends and family.

Aside from my WSTLA activities, I was admittedly more concerned with doing my paying job and supporting my family than
with putting my legal skills to work for society in general. In
fact, I came up with a smart aleck one-liner for when someone
brought up the topic of pro bono work: “I tried that pro bono
stuff for a while but there was no money in it.” It usually got a
laugh, but in retrospect I imagine it annoyed people who took
Christina Nichols--Office Manthe subject more seriously than I did at the time.

ager and Bookkeeper
Eventually my colleagues in the local bar convinced me that the Christina ensures that the day-today operations of the office run
seemingly weird LTO and Street Law activities were a legitismoothly. She pays the bills and
mate use of a lawyer’s time as well as a genuine service to the
records donations as well as supcommunity. I got involved in both as well as doing occasional
porting the other staff members as
pro bono direct representation for LAW Advocates clientele. But needed. Christina says she loves
I never would have imagined that a couple of decades later I
being here and “It’s great to know
would be recounting all this for you from the Executive Directhat because of the support I protor’s chair of the organization. As my dad used to say, you never vide, the programs LAW Advocates offers are able to help so
know what’s going to happen next.
many.” Sadly for us, for family
As you may know, I am completing an eight-year tenure as edi- reasons Christina will be relocating
tor of NW Lawyer (formerly Bar News), the official publication to Utah. However, in keeping with
her level of commitment to the orof the Washington State Bar Association. As that transition apganization, she will remain here
proached I had to decide whether to reignite my law practice—
through the end of October, meanwhich I maintained while serving as editor, but with a signifiing we will thankfully have her
cantly reduced caseload—or turn my attention to some other law available to help with Lawyers
-related activity. Coincidentally, the job as Executive Director of Take Orders on October 16, our
LAW Advocates was available at the time, and I believed it
largest event of the year.

would be the perfect way for me to continue involvement in the
legal community, but without the more testy and tedious aspects
of maintaining a law practice, for which my enthusiasm wains
further with each passing year.
Back in 2007 when the WSBA Board of Governors interviewed
me for the editor’s job I promised them one thing: that I would

(Continued on page 12)

Narrisa Deal--Programs Assistant
Narrisa was born and raised in
Whatcom County, but lived for
several years in Florida, where she
attended North Florida University.
(Continued on page 12)
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do everything I could to “humanize” the publication. In addition to being a professional journal, with WSBA news items
alongside articles outlining the nuts and bolts of the law, I
wanted the publication to tell lawyers the stories of themselves
as practitioners and as people. I believe that a perusal of the
past few issues of NW Lawyer will demonstrate that we have
fulfilled that mission.
Similarly, one of my goals as Executive Director of LAW Advocates is to raise awareness in the local bar, and with the public, about what this organization does day to day, on a human
level. We have always enjoyed tremendous support among local attorneys, who donate money and time to the extent that
LAW Advocates is renowned among volunteer lawyer programs statewide. I believe that doing an even better job of telling our story will help keep our longtime supporters involved
while also engaging new devotees, both within the bar and beyond.
Everyone knows that humane societies rescue cute puppies
and kittens, that hospices care for our loved ones in their final
days, and that food banks provide sustenance for those who
have run out of options. At LAW Advocates we provide legal
help, which is more esoteric and harder to describe in a few
words. But the results are something anyone could appreciate:
helping a spouse escape an abusive marriage, assisting relatives in taking over parenting of a neglected child, getting disabled or disenfranchised people a government identification
card that will help them receive benefits to which they’re entitled. I believe more people will support these causes if they
understand them better and come to appreciate our role in the
process.
I think most of us lawyers are self-conscious about how society perceives us. In popularity surveys we’re usually down
there with the used-car lots and door-to-door siding peddlers.
Over the past few weeks I’ve had to describe my new job to
many non-lawyers, including friends and family. I’ve simplified it to this: I work for an organization in a fairly small city
where the lawyers donate a few hundred thousand dollars a
year in time and money to help indigent people with basic civ(Continued on page 13)

She returned in 2008 and started at
Whatcom Community College, pursuing a Para-Educator and Early
Childhood Development certificate.
In 2010 she was blessed with her
first child, Gage, who went through
college right by her side. In 2011,
Narrisa sought legal assistance for a
family law issue but had limited
resources to access help. She ended
up turning to LAW Advocates, who
“provided the support, understanding, and motivation needed through
the most vulnerable time” in her
life. Inspired by the experience,
Narrisa entered the Paralegal Studies program at WCC. In 2014, during her final quarter there and while
working part-time and interning
with the Attorney General Office of
Reservations at the Prosecutor’s
Office at Lummi, Narrisa welcomed her daughter, Na’Vaeh. Narrisa graduated with her AAS in Paralegal Studies in 2014 and began
volunteering as a paralegal with
LAW Advocates’ DV Self Help
and Tenant Clinics. Firmly dedicated to social justice and increasing
access, Narrisa plans to continue
her education, including pursuit of
certification under the state’s new
Limited License Legal Technician
program.
David Henken--Staff Attorney,
Homeless Disability Benefits Advocate
David was the last baby born at St
Luke’s Hospital in Bellingham. He
was raised in Whatcom County and
attended Lynden Christian K-12.
David received his Bachelor’s degrees from the University of Washington and his JS from the Univer(Continued on page 13)
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il legal problems such as domestic violence, eviction from
their homes, and lack of knowledge about how to access other
services. Almost universally the response I’ve gotten is
“That’s so cool. I didn’t know there were places like that.”
That made me prouder than ever to be a member of the legal
profession and of this community. Several of those people donated items for the next Lawyers Take Orders.
By the way, the next LTO (which has transformed into a fullscale fundraising auction) will take place October 16 at the
Bellingham Golf and Country Club. If you’re not already
planning to do so, you should come. We depend on the event
for a big chunk of our budget, plus it’s a lot of fun. It will also
give you a chance to visit with the LAW Advocates staff. To
get an idea of who I’m talking about, check out the sidebar to
this article, which contains brief biographies of the key people
who keep our organization running.

(Continued from page 12)

sity of Illinois. He has been volunteering with LAW Advocates since
being admitted to the Washington
bar in 2012. He became our parttime Staff Attorney in June 2014
and practices in the areas of landlord/tenant, disability benefits and
family law. David lives with his
wife and two daughters just north
of Bellingham, and usually bicycles to work.
Catherine O'Connell—Attorney,
Domestic Violence Self Help
Clinic
Cathi provides contract legal services to the DV Self Help Clinic,
where for the past six years she has
overseen volunteer attorneys and
interns in assisting victims of domestic violence with family law
services. She obtained her JD from
the University of Idaho College of
Law in 2009, following her retirement from the City of Bellingham,
where she managed the city fleet
and facilities for 32 years. Cathi
and her husband Greg have two
sons and a very mellow dog, Maggie. Cathi enjoys reading, camping,
and genealogy. She and Greg are
active members of the 4th Corner
Elites Car Club, where they help
raise money for Project Santa
Claus and BTC Automotive Scholarships. They enjoy showing their
collector car and going on car
cruises with family and friends.
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Second Thoughts – Quantum Collapse in Contract
(SAK &Associates v. Ferguson Construction)
By Michael Bersch
michael@berschlaw.com

1

Despite my gray hair, which I hope imparts a wise Solomon look, I am a neophyte in the study of law. I was 41
years old when I began law school. I graduated from The University of Alabama School of Law in 1995 and took
the bar exam in February, 1996. At the time, I was employed by the university in a capacity having nothing to do
with the practice of law (a two-bottles-of-wine story for another time). I practiced a little on the side, which led to
mischief (politics and that two-bottles-of-wine story), but mostly, I have been a spectator.
To obtain a license here in Washington I needed to retake the bar exam, which I did last year in July. Now, a quick
look at the dates and some simple arithmetic, one might suppose that I must have been the oldest person taking the
exam last year, and such a supposition would be consistent with my perception at the time. So, regardless of having
been admitted to the bar almost 20 years ago, it comes as no surprise to me, or anyone else that I find many of the
subtleties of law fascinating, confusing, and often unfair.
Being an older neophyte can have its advantages. Not being imbued in the law, one must draw on other subjects and
experiences outside the legal realm. And age is granted a certain tolerance for speculative musing. So I take the liberty of musing on whether exploring the finer subtleties of law is a bit like exploring the finer subtleties of nature;
the logic of our everyday experience breaks down when we examine the world in very fine detail. Newtonian mechanics gives way to quantum mechanics. Perhaps something similar happens in law.
SAK & Associates (SAK), a subcontractor, entered into a fixed sum contract with Ferguson Construction (Ferguson)
to provide materials and paving services for the construction of airplane hangars. SAK mobilized, began the work
and was on schedule. When SAK had completed about 25% of the job, the company received a notice from Ferguson terminating the contract. The notice stated in part:
Ferguson Construction has determined that SAK’s services for this project are no longer required. Due to overall phasing restrictions, site logistics, and basic convenience, it has become apparent that it is in the best interest of the project to complete the site paving with
Ferguson’s own forces. This decision is not based upon SAK’s work performed to date. …
Pursuant to Section 7 of the Subcontract General Conditions, the subcontract is terminated,
effective immediately …. 2
Section 7 of the subcontract contains a “termination for convenience clause:”
In addition to the rights stated above, Contractor may, after providing Subcontractor with
written notice, terminate (without prejudice to any right or remedy of Contractor) the Subcontract, or any part of it, for its own convenience and require Subcontractor to immediately
stop work. In such event, the Contractor shall pay the Subcontractor for the work actually
performed in an amount proportionate to the total Subcontract price. ….3
So, SAK assumed some problems had occurred that caused the project to be substantially reduced, packed up and
left the job site. However, it turned out that when SAK moved out, other contractors moved in. What the heck?
SAK sued for breach of contract. During discovery SAK found that Ferguson began bid-shopping the project after
SAK began work. At trial court SAK claimed breach on two principal grounds: one, improper notice of termination,
and two, the effect of the termination for convenience clause. Ferguson was granted summary judgment on both
grounds and SAK appealed. The Court of Appeals paid little heed to the notice argument, stating that Ferguson gave
(Continued on page 15)
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notice and the termination for convenience clause required “notice,” nothing more. Reasons for termination were
not required.
My interest lies in the “termination for convenience clause.” Now those readers who deal with government contracts
or construction contracts are probably quite familiar with a “termination for convenience clause” (TFCC for short),
but the phase was new to me. (I said I was a neophyte.) It turns out that a TFCC is really nothing more than a special type of alternative performance. Courts will generally uphold a promise where the promisor has alternative performance options as long as each alternative is supported by consideration. (Don’t you love contract law language?)
In this case the alternatives were that the Contractor would pay a fixed sum ($836,744) for SAK to provide materials
and paving service, or terminate the contract and pay a proportionate price for the work performed.
SAK tried several arguments to defeat the termination for convenience clause. SAK initially argued that if the
TFCC is valid then the contract is illusory.4 The problem, as pointed out by Ferguson, is that if the argument is correct then the contract is void, it is unenforceable, and there cannot be a breach.5 SAK also argued, and the court interpreted its argument as such, that the TFCC, as applied by Ferguson, was illusory.6 As the court noted, a promise
is illusory if there is no consideration, but here the TFCC required notice which alone is sufficient consideration, and
Ferguson paid the proportionate amount of the fixed contract price for the work performed; partial performance also
constitutes consideration. Thus, the TFCC was not illusory and was enforceable.
What about good faith and fair dealing? Although not argued, the Court of Appeal took it upon itself to address the
duty of good faith and fair dealing as a limitation on the exercise of a TFCC. The court cited Myers v. State,7 which
“held that the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing does not restrict the use of an express and unambiguous
termination for convenience clause.”8 The court noted that in this case the “parties could have negotiated other limitations or terms of payment upon a termination for convenience, but they did not do so. … The implied duty of
good faith and fair dealing does not allow one party to reshape or evade the bargain that was mutually agreed.”9 In
effect, “SAK, you agreed to it. So, too bad, so sad; get out my face.” [As a side note, it seems that SAK might have
been more successful if it had sued for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing of the entire
contract, not just the TFCC, because it appears that when Ferguson negotiated the contract it had no intention of
abiding by the provisions regarding materials and service, rather it intended to rely on the TFCC to opt out of the
contract when it deemed desirable.]
Second Thoughts:
So, what do we have? SAK entered into a contract on a fairly reasonable size job ($836,744), and began work,
which proceeded satisfactorily. Unbeknownst to them, Ferguson decided that it could make more money if it
dumped SAK and got other contractors to do the work or did the work itself. As far as I can tell, Ferguson never denied that it bid-shopped for a cheaper contractor after SAK began work. SAK felt like it got cheated. I think SAK
got cheated.
Let’s say we have a contract with alternative promises. For example, Subcontractor agrees to do Z, and Contractor
agrees to do X, or in the alternative, to do Y. Then, in general, adequate consideration is given for both alternative
promises by Contractor. The promises to do X, or to do Y, are not illusory. But, when the alternative promise, Y,
grants discretionary authority to terminate the entire contract (a TFCC), then it seems to this neophyte that the promise made in alternative X is illusory because fulfillment of promise X is at the sole discretion of the promisor; the
existence of alternative Y means the promisor is committed to nothing in alternative X.
“But Wait!” you say. “Alternative Y, the TFCC, is a valid promise.” Possibly, but where the TFCC is invoked the
Contractor would almost always be required to pay for work performed in quasi-contract. Even in SAK’s case,
where the TFCC requires payment for the proportionate amount of work done on a fixed-sum contract, Ferguson is
only required to pay for the work done; something it would have been obliged to pay anyway. Thus in alternative Y,
(Continued on page 16)
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Contractor has not promised to do anything beyond that which he would be legally bound to do, except give notice. Neophyte I am, but I wonder: Is this how we want private contract law to evolve?10 Usefulness of contract
comes in security. A party who performs or wishes to perform can enforce performance of the other party.
What if all contracts contained a clause which allowed one party to terminate the agreement as long as notice is
given? “I’ll give you a contract with all the promises you want, as long as I can terminate the contract if I tell
you I am going to terminate the contract.” What kind of contract is that?
Modern physics has discovered that matter has a dual nature: particle and wave. As such there is always doubt
in the position of an object. However, when the object, the matter, is bigger than a few atoms the wave properties can be ignored and we routinely measure the “exact” position of things. But when we look at sub-atomic
particles reality is much different. For example, in experiments electrons can be shot one at a time at a target
with two small slits; when this is done an interference pattern is observed. It is as if each electron interferes with
itself; the electron goes through both slits. The electron is in two alternative positions at the same time, superposition. If one tries to measure which slit the electron goes through, the alternative positions collapse into a single
position and there is no interference pattern.
Now, let’s look at the special case of a contract with alternative performance options, X and Y, with option Y a
TFCC. Let’s look at this as a contract in a quantum state. Both performance options exist in superposition, but
as soon as substantial performance begins on one option then the other performance option collapses into the
chosen option. Such an approach would render analysis of the subtleties of consideration for each performance
option mute. There might be many performance options, but there need be consideration only for the contract as
a whole. When one of the performance options is begun all the other possible performance options collapse into
it, and the contract reduces to promises on a single performance option. In construction contracts, the principle
of good faith and fair dealing would then impose upon the Contractor an implied promise to allow the Subcontractor to complete work on the remaining performance option. In the case of SAK, when SAK began substantial performance on the materials and service option, the other performance option, the TFCC, collapsed into the
materials and service option, and SAK had the right to complete that option eliminating the unfairness.11
When compared to our everyday world, the logic of quantum mechanics seems weird, but its usefulness is unquestioned. The incorporation of quantum mechanical ideas like quantum collapse into law, here we might term
it “Clause Collapse,” may seem strange compared to traditional legal logic, but such reasoning may prove highly
useful in subtle areas of law to restore fairness and save the principle of good faith and fair dealing. Such is the
musing of an old neophyte.

Endnotes
1 SAK & Associates v. Ferguson Construction, No. 72258-1-I (Wash. Ct. App., August 10, 2015)
2 SAK, Brief of Appellant, p.6.
3 SAK at 4-5.
4 SAK, Brief of Appellant, Heading C.1, at 19.
5 Ferguson pointed out that contracts are not illusory, promises are illusory.
6 SAK, Brief of Appellant, Heading C.2, at 21.
7 Myers v. State, 152 Wn. App. 823, 218 P. 3d 242 (2009).
8 SAK at 9.
9 Id. at 10-11.
10 Government contracts with TFCCs are a different animal.
11 Another way to express this is that a bilateral contract with alternative options, one of which is a TFCC, collapses to a
unilateral contract when one of the non-TFCC options is begun.
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Legal Transcription Service
Express Legal Transcription, L.L.C.
Fast * Accurate * Reliable

Serving Whatcom County’s legal community since 2004.
Let us transcribe your documents. 24 hour turn-around, $6.50 per page. Pickup and delivery service in Bellingham. Receive your drafts on disk or by email for
easy changes! Doctor letters, pleadings, demand packages, telephone interviews,
GAL reports . . . you name it! Resume and references available upon request.
We can accept tapes, MP3, WAV, WMA, DSS and Dragon files.
Express Legal Transcription,
L.L.C.
Sue Fox-Golombek
Phone: (360) 734-7920
(360) 739-6707
Fax:
(360) 734-7920
express@openaccess.org
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ATTENTION FAMILY LAW ATTORNEYS
Morris - Sockle, PLLC, d/b/a Divorce Lawyers For
Men and Divorce Lawyers For Washington, is an
Olympia law firm seeking to contract with local attorneys for the joint representation of Family Law clients
in Whatcom County and several other locations
throughout Washington. Qualified attorneys must have
an established office, and, the ability to manage the litigation of each case on which they associate with Morris-Sockle for joint representation of the client. Morris-Sockle will provide all marketing, initial client telephone contact, billing, bookkeeping, and administration. The
local attorney must have at least one full year of Family Law experience, and have a
thorough knowledge of local court rules. This is a mutually beneficial professional
relationship for skilled lawyers that seek to augment their client case load. The local
attorney must be in a position to adequately handle the representation of additional
clients, and have appropriate support staff. If you are interested or seek additional information, please contact tonya@morris-sockle.com.
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

“Best Bar Section To Have Best SECOND ANNUAL Party”
Subtitle:

Ramblings will be done in person this month.

Owing to the fantastic and fun results of last year’s “Whatcom Family Law Bar Summer BBQ” a.k.a. “The
Great 2014 Conclave of Domestic Relations Practitioners”, the first gathering of its sort in my institutional memory, which dates all the way back to 2008… I am issuing a proclamation.
I have to issue proclamations, because I am not very Evite savvy, nor is my memory or e-mail address book
organized very well into who is or who is not a family law attorney these days. Even though it feels like we are an
endangered species, I am pretty sure it is still the biggest component of Whatcom County's practicing attorneys, so
there are a lot of us involved– hopefully, with this, people will contact me to arrange attendance or use of the Evite
I shall send out. Where was I? Oh, yes, the proclamation:
I am issuing the following proclamation to call your attention to the date of Saturday, September 26 at 1:00
PM:

To All Who Practice the Esteemed Art of Domestic
Relations Law:
From time-to-time, for the good of the profession, for
the good of ourselves, and for a little delightful hedonism, the Whatcom County Family Law Bar should
meet and enjoy each other's company under most
amicable circumstances.
With that in mind, my wife and I invite you, your
paralegals, significant others and children to our SECOND ANNUAL SUMMER AUTUMNAL BBQ located at
the private sanctuary of Rajeev Majumdar (in Belling(Continued on page 23)
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ham, not Blaine!).
We will have hot dogs, hamburgers and beverages
both alcoholic and non-alcoholic. It would be great

if you could bring a side, vegetarian alternatives,
drink(s) to share or a dessert(s). Did I mention
drinks to share? That would be good.
Most importantly, we want to see you.
Warmly,
Rajeev!
This event shall be known as “The Great 2015 Conclave of Domestic Relations Practitioners.”
All legal disputes,1 weapons and frowns will be left in the gatehouse before crossing the bridge.
The bridge to cross is located at my Fortress of Solitude, located at 4029 Willowbrook Lane in
Bellingham.

Répondez s'il vous plait to Rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com 2
~R!
Endnotes

1– This includes disputes over theory between traditional and collaborative law
practitioners!
2– I’ll probably respond by sending you an evite so I can try to make the food calculations correct, but I understand not everyone’s computers are evite friendly, so when
you RSVP, please give me a body count if you are bringing a retinue.

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46”H x 3.86”W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00”H x 3.86” W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00” H x 7.90” W

1/2

full page . . . $100/mo.
10.00” H x 7.90” W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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